Reduction of Torque Ripple in Brushless DC Drive by Using Capacitor Switching with fuzzy controller
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ABSTRACT

Brushless DC (BLDC) motors have been gaining attention from different Industrial and domestic appliance manufacturers, because of their high power density, high efficiency, low cost and easy maintenance. Brushless DC motors are having a major problem with ripple in torque. The brushless DC drive without capacitor has more ripple to reduce that ripple by using a torque ripple compensation technique based on an actively controlled small capacitor is proposed for brushless dc motor. In proposed compensation technique, capacitor is used in uncontrollable region for the brushless dc motor drive, which is discontinuous current region nothing but uncontrollable region. The proposed brushless dc motor drive of small capacitor is charging in controllable region through diode switch. The small capacitor is discharge in uncontrollable region through controlled switch. This paper presents a three-phase BLDC motor with low cost drive to be driven without DC link capacitor. The proposed technique uses an electronic commutation and operates the machine exclusive of the intermediate DC link capacitor. The designing of Brushless DC motor drive system along with PI controller and fuzzy controller to reduce torque ripple by using MATLAB / SIMULINK and simulated results indicate that the total harmonic distortion of the machine is better than existing techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Permanent Magnet Synchronous (PMS) motors and Brushless DC (BLDC) motors are becoming more useful in industrial applications and home appliance because of their high reliability, efficiency and low cost and maintenance compared to other motors. BLDC and PMS motors are now designed with high power densities, these causes the increasing their popularity in applications such as airspace applications and mobile coolers. Therefore, BLDC motors have becoming more popular for industrial applications where efficiency, compact and cost effective factors are considered.

PMS motors needs continuous rotor position information for their operation and a significant computational time is required to improve the motor performance by controlling the rotor. By using rotor position, BLDC motors are commutated electronically and the rotor position information can be obtained by using position sensors. Hall Effect sensors or back EMF sensing technique is used to obtain the rotor position of BLDC motor for every 60 electrical degrees.

The Brushless DC motor drive consists of a diode bridge rectifier and a large electrolytic capacitor with a converter fed rotor for rotor position information. The Brushless DC motor drive with fixed capacitor circuit as shown in fig.1. The main function includes, bus voltage stabilization, ripple current conduction due to switching events, etc. The intermediate DC link capacitor used in indirect conversion topologies, requires a large space for its installation, which results in increasing its weight and occupying place.
Usually, a large electrolytic capacitor is employed to support the intermediate DC link voltage. The lifetime and properties associated with the capacitor are affected by the ambient temperature. The electrolytic capacitor is bulkier in size and weight, and its lifetime is severely affected by the operating temperature. Thus, the inclusion of the capacitor reduces the reliability of the motor drive, particularly in hot or cold environments such as in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning applications. In automotive applications, one of the major problems is the exuberant and barbarous temperatures they have to withstand, under hood, which during the summer months would reduce their life.

The electrolytic capacitor is bulkier in size and weight, and its lifetime is severely affected by the operating temperature. Thus, the inclusion of the capacitor reduces the reliability of the motor drive, particularly in hot or cold environments such as in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning applications. In automotive applications, one of the major problems is the exuberant and barbarous temperatures they have to withstand, under hood, which during the summer months would reduce their life.

Without DC link capacitor, the rectified mains supply is directly applied to the drive. The Brushless DC motor drive without capacitor as shown in fig.2. The absence of DC link capacitor causes to reduce the overall cost of the motor drive but at the expense of harmonics in torque, which are inevitable and expected to be around zero crossing points of the supply. Without DC link capacitor have more ripple at rectifier output. The ripple will exhibit at inverter side also in the form of total harmonic distortion. The torque ripple is more due to large total harmonic distortion. This torque ripple reduces the system reliability and efficiency.

Figure 1. Brushless dc motor drive with fixed capacitor.

Furthermore, the type of dielectric material, the ambient temperature and the storage temperature are the most significant aging factors for an electrolytic capacitor mainly in hot or cold environments viz. heating, ventilation and air conditioning applications. So the inclusion of the capacitor in the circuit decreases the overall converter reliability, as it is the most vulnerable component amongst the other in the circuit. Moreover, electrolytic capacitor technology is relatively stable, and the price is governed only by the cost of materials.

If without the DC link capacitor, the rectified mains supply is directly applied to the drive. The Brushless DC motor drive without capacitor as shown in fig.2. The absence of DC link capacitor causes to reduce the overall cost of the motor drive but at the expense of harmonics in torque, which are inevitable and expected to be around zero crossing points of the supply. Without DC link capacitor have more ripple at rectifier output. The ripple will exhibit at inverter side also in the form of total harmonic distortion. The torque ripple is more due to large total harmonic distortion. This torque ripple reduces the system reliability and efficiency.

Torque pulsations/ripple in BLDC motors brought about by the deviation from ideal conditions are either related to the design factors of the motor or to the power inverter supply, thereby resulting in non-ideal current waveforms. Undesirable torque pulsation/ripple in the BLDC motor drive causes speed oscillations and excitation of resonances in mechanical portions of the drive, leading to acoustic noise and visible vibration patterns in high-precision machines. BLDC motor torque pulsations produce noise and vibration in the system. Due to this the BLDC motor drives have low efficiency, high maintenance, less life and high noise.

Such ripple and discontinuities are not preferred in some applications, which require a constant torque output. Moreover, discontinuities in the torque result in vibrations and acoustic noise in the motor drive. Those vibrations can cause undesirable stresses on the mountings and bearings, raising reliability concerns of the motor drive system. In addition, the average torque produced by a motor drive without the DC link capacitor is lower in comparison to a motor drive with stiff DC link. As a solution, a torque ripple compensation technique based on an actively controlled small capacitor is proposed and illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 2. Brushless DC motor drive without capacitor circuit.
The proposed technique of brushless DC motor have high efficiency, less maintenance, long life, less noise, less cost of the drive, size and weight of the drive reduces.

**Table 1: Switching algorithm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Hall sensor output</th>
<th>Switch is in on state</th>
<th>Controlled switch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 1 0</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 1 0</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 1 1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 0 1</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The operation of the motor drive during all other steps of the switching algorithm can be represented by the same buck converter model. Since two phases are lumped together, \( e(t) \) represents the line-to-line back EMF (V), and S and D in Fig.5 represent the controlled switch and freewheeling diode, respectively.

From Fig. 6, we have to derive the equation of voltage and current equation are derived is illustrated in [1]. Generally, BLDC motor drives have trapezoidal back EMF, due to the harmonics the ideal trapezoidal back EMF is not trapezoidal back EMF. The average value of trapezoidal back EMF is represented as E. If reduce the
harmonics to get ideal trapezoidal back EMF. For the reduction of higher order harmonics it takes computational complexity.

The motor drive without DC link capacitor of the rectifier output wave form and phase current as shown in Fig. 6. Form Fig. 6 the phase current is discontinuous in uncontrollable region, constant current in controllable region.
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**Figure 6.** Controllable and uncontrollable regions of current of the brushless dc motor drive at steady state.

Form Fig. 6 the non-linear phase current in uncontrollable during region 2. Similarly the electromagnetic torque also non-linear in uncontrollable region during region 2. The non-linear torque will cause vibrations and acoustic noise in the motor drive. Those vibrations can cause undesirable stresses on the mountings and bearings, raising reliability concerns of the motor drive system.

Times $T$ and $T_M$ are defined as the interval for $V_{in}(t)$ to reach $E$ from 0 V and the period of the input mains voltage.

$$T = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{E}{V_m}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where, $V_m$ and $f$ are the peak value of supply voltage (V) and the frequency (Hz) of input supply voltage, respectively. Current $i_m(t)$ is derived as a piecewise function of time during region 2. Consequently, the generated torque by the motor can also be represented as a piecewise function. The following variables in time are defined to express $i_m(t)$ as a piecewise function, and, thus, to reduce the complexity in expressions.

$$t_1 = t - (\frac{T_M}{2} - T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
$$t_2 = t - (\frac{T_M}{2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
$$t_3 = t - (\frac{T_M}{2} + T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

From above duration of time the phase current equations are derived and equations are

$$i_m(t_1) = -\frac{E t_1^2}{4(L-M)T} + I_{ref},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
$$i_m(t_2) = \frac{E t_2^2}{4(L-M)T} - \frac{E t_1}{2(L-M)} - \frac{E T}{4(L-M)} + I_{ref},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
$$i_m(t_3) = -\frac{E t_3^2}{4(L-M)T},$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

These three equations are to maintain the constant current in uncontrollable region and also to reduce the torque ripple. The $i_m(t_1)$ is discontinuous before the zero crossing of $v_{in}(t)$. The $i_m(t_2)$ is continuous in uncontrollable region. The $i_m(t_3)$ is discontinuous after the zero crossing of $v_{in}(t)$.

### III. TORQUE RIPPLE COMPENSATION

To minimize the torque ripple by using controlling techniques are Modified PWM control techniques, DC Bus Voltage Control, Current control based techniques, Torque Control Techniques, Phase Conduction Methods, Compensation and other techniques.

The propose compensation method is torque control technique. The torque control technique is to compensate the torque ripple. The compensation method is a small capacitor $C_{DC}$ is connected in series with antiparallel diode with controlled switch $S_{DC}$ like MOSFET, IGBT and BJT. The small capacitor is charging in controllable region through diode switch in propose brushless dc motor drive. The small capacitor is discharge in uncontrollable region through controlled switch. From fig. 6. The phase current is discontinuous in uncontrollable region only. In uncontrollable region the capacitor is discharges through
controlled switch. The stored energy is supplied to the drive in uncontrollable region. This will reduce the ripple in current similarly the torque ripple also reduces. The selection capacitor based on the formula of

\[ C_{DC} = \frac{2T I_{avg}}{V_{m} - E} \]  

(9)

The controlling switch is controlled in uncontrollable region. The uncontrollable region is estimated by \( E > v_{in} \). This region the controlled switch is continuously in ON position only. Form Fig. 3. The controller is PI controller is used. This PI controller is also having so much of total harmonic distortion in phase current in brushless dc motor drive. Further extension the PI controller is replaced with fuzzy controller. The fuzzy controller gives less total harmonic distortion that improves the total harmonic distortion.

### IV. SIMULATION AND RESULT

The design of brushless dc motor drive without capacitor by using the MATLAB/simulation from fig. 7. The rectifier does not require any gate pulse because of full bridge diode rectifier. The inverter requires triggering pulses with closed loop signal only. The triggering pulses can be taken from the hall signals. The pulse generation for the inverter logic circuit diagram as shown in fig. In the process of pulse generation the PI controller and FUZZY controllers are used. In the simulation drive circuit the parameter values are as shown in the table II. The phase current THD comparison result with PI and fuzzy controller as shown in table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (R)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-M</td>
<td>15mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>0.0024 kgm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back EMF</td>
<td>Trapezoidal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>50 HZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor</td>
<td>4.7 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td>150 µF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8.** The voltage and current wave form of the BLDC drive without capacitor.

**Figure 9.** Simulation of BLDC motor drive with capacitor.

**Figure 10.** Current and voltage wave forms of the BLDC drive with fixed dc link capacitor.

**Figure 7.** Simulation of brushless dc motor drive without capacitor.
Figure 11. Simulation of the BLDC motor drive with capacitor switching.

Figure 12. Voltage and current wave form of BLDC drive with capacitor switching.

Figure 13. Generation of controlling and switching pulses by using hall signals.

Figure 14. Generation of pulses with FUZZY controller.

Table 3. THD comparison results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conventional converter with stiff link</th>
<th>Converter without compensation</th>
<th>Converter with compensation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>171.4%</td>
<td>114.3%</td>
<td>110.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL C</td>
<td>139.9%</td>
<td>113.98%</td>
<td>101.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSIONS

A fuzzy logic controller (FLC) has been employed for torque ripple compensation of BLDC motor drive and analysis of results of the performance of a fuzzy controller is presented. The simulation of the complete drive system is described in this thesis. Effectiveness of the drive is established by performance prediction over a wide range of operating conditions. A performance comparison between the fuzzy logic controller and the conventional PI controller has been carried out by simulation runs confirming the validity and superiority of the fuzzy logic controller for implementing the fuzzy logic controller to be
adj usted such that manual tuning time of the classical controller is significantly reduced. The performance of the BLDCM drive with reference to PI controller, FLC controller verified with conventional PI controller using simulation. Fuzzy logic controller improved the performance of BLDC Drive of the fuzzy logic controller.
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